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Coinfections by multiple Human Papillomaviruses (HPVs) are observed in approximately 6–8% of invasive cervical cancer (ICC)

cases worldwide. But neither the presence of persistent HPVs coinfections nor their etiological role in the development of ICC

is well understood. Cervical HPVs coinfections have been observed randomly, mostly in women with preneoplastic lesions, and

only few studies have globally analyzed ICC cases. Here we explored the HPVs multiple infection patterns in a large worldwide

sample of cross-sectional ICC cases. Paraffin-embedded ICC biopsy samples were tested using stringent HPV genotyping.

Logistic regression models were used to identify the most likely pairwise HPV types in multiple infections. Multivariate

analysis was applied to detect significant HPV coinfection patterns beyond pairwise HPVs comparison. Among 8780 HPV DNA-

positive ICC cases worldwide, 6.7% (N = 587) contained multiple HPVs. Pairwise analysis revealed that HPV16|74, HPV31|33,

HPV31|44, HPV33|44 and HPV45|70 pairs were significantly more frequently found together in multiple infections compared to

any other HPV type combination, which supports the occasional role of Alpha-10 LR-HPVs in cervical cancers. In contrast,

HPV16|31, HPV16|45, HPV16|51 and HPV18|HPV45 pairs were significantly less frequently found together than with any other

HPV pair combination. Multivariate analysis sustained the results and revealed for the first time a distinct coinfection pattern

in African ICCs stemming from the clustering of oncogenic HPV51/35/18/52 coinfections in African women. We suggest that

the differential geographic HPVs coinfections clustering observed might be compatible with a specific modulation of the

natural history/oncogenic potential of particular HPVs multiple infections and warrant monitoring for post-vaccinated.
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What’s new?
While it isn’t common for an invasive cervical cancer (ICC) to carry more than one strain of HPV, it does occur. Might these co-

infections affect tumor progression or other characteristics of ICC? In this HPV-genotyping study of ICC biopsies worldwide, the

authors found several strains that were more likely to occur together. This supports the occasional role of Alpha-10 LR-HPVs in

cervical cancers. The study also found a distinct co-infection pattern in African women. These results may be valuable in

estimating type competition, and indicate that monitoring even after HPV vaccination is warranted.

Background
Among the more than 350 different Papillomaviruses (PVs)
identified (https://pave.niaid.nih.gov), above 200 are Human
Papillomaviruses (HPVs). According to their carcinogenic poten-
tial, twelve HPVs are acknowledged as carcinogenic to humans
(IARC Group I: HPV16/18/31/33/35/39/45/51/52/56/58/59),
while 13 additional HPVs are classified as probably or possibly
carcinogenic to humans (IARC Groups 2a and 2b:
HPV26/30/34/53/66/67/68/69/70/73/82/85/97). All of them are
usually referred to as high-risk (HR) HPVs. Two HPVs cannot
be classified as to their carcinogenicity to humans (IARC Group
3: HPV6 and 11) and are referred to as low-risk (LR) HPVs.1

Other viruses such as HPV40, 42, 43, 44, 54, and 74 have not
been included in any of the IARC Groups but classified by
IARC2 as LR-HPVs. All of these above mentioned HPV types
belong to Alphapapillomaviruses within the Papillomaviridae
family.

HPVs are the most common infectious agents in sexually
transmitted infections: above 80% of sexually active women
are infected by any HPVs during their lifetime.3 Fortunately,
most of these HPVs infections are transient and cleared by
the immune system, while persistent infection with HR-HPVs
is a necessary cause for invasive cervical cancer (ICC) devel-
opment.4 Coinfections by multiple HPVs are rare in women
with normal cytology (between 1% and 3%), common in
women with precancerous lesions (between 15% and 41%)
and display intermediate levels in HPV-induced ICCs with
coinfections being observed between 6% and 8% of the cases.5

The simultaneous infection by different HPVs seems to have
an impact on the natural history of the viral infection. Thus,
when compared to single HPV infections, cancerous lesions
with multiple HR-HPVs infections contain more oncogenic
E6/E7 HPV mRNA, often from more than one HR-HPV, thus
suggesting that HPVs coinfections in precancerous lesions
might be more susceptible to carcinogenesis than single infec-
tions.6 Additionally, women coinfected with at least two dif-
ferent HPVs in the cervix have a higher risk of high-grade
cervical lesions, of ICC or of acquiring another HPV infection,
compared to those infected with a single type.7–11

Current consensus on the etiology of HPVs-related cancers
is that individual lesions are associated with individual HPV
infections, meaning that lesions, and thus HPVs-induced can-
cers, are clonal.12,13 Accordingly, given the large differences in
prevalence of HPVs coinfections in lesions of different grade
and grade combinations, the etiological role of multiple HPVs

coinfections in the development of virus-induced cancers, if
any, still needs to be evaluated. This is especially true given
the increasing number of large-scale HPVs vaccination pro-
grams currently implemented using bivalent vaccine protec-
tive against HPV16/18/31/33/35/45 types, and further
inducing herd effects against HPV18/31/33/35 types.14 In par-
allel, the 9-valent HPV vaccine is protective against seven HR-
HPV types (HPV16/18/31/33/45/52/58) and when these vac-
cines are widely implemented they will thoroughly change the
prevalence pattern of the targeted HR-HPVs infections in
humans.

The aim of our study was to explore the prevalence and
patterns of HPVs coinfections in a large worldwide cross-
sectional study of ICC cases using standardized HPV genotyp-
ing methods and applying different statistical models.

Methods
Study design
Our study is based on an international retrospective cross-
sectional study of presence of HPVs in ICC cases as previ-
ously described.5 The original study included information
from 10,575 ICCs and HPV DNA was detected in 85% of the
cases. Briefly, paraffin-embedded specimens from consecutive
cases (aged 16–97 years) diagnosed with ICC were obtained
from histological archives from 38 countries worldwide. Our
study and all protocols were approved by both local and ICO
ethics committees. After pathological confirmation of primary
ICC, HPV DNA detection was performed by PCR with SPF-
10 broad-spectrum primers followed by DNA enzyme immu-
noassay (DEIA) and genotyping with a reverse hybridization
line probe assay (LiPA25 SPF10-PCR)—LIPA25 that detects
25 HPV types (HPV6, 11, 16, 18, 31, 33, 34, 35, 39, 40, 42,
43, 44, 45, 51, 52, 53, 54, 56, 58, 66, 68, 70, and 74) (see details
in Ref. 5). Cases showing DEIA positive but LIPA25 negative
results (undetermined HPV) were further subjected to Sanger
sequencing for HPV identification, as previously described.5

Special care was given to maintain stringent conditions for
HPV type-level detection using the SPF10-PCR LiPA25, a
method particularly suitable for HPV genotyping from FFPE
specimens.5,15 To further prevent contaminations the paraffin
blocks in our study were processed under strict conditions: four
paraffin sections were systematically obtained from each block.
First and fourth sections were used for histopathological assess-
ment after hematoxylin and eosin staining, and the second and
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Results
Demographic characteristics of the ICCs
From the 10,575 ICCs previously reported,5 we excluded the
ICC cases with a negative HPV DNA test (n = 1598) and
cases containing DNA from undetermined HPV further tested
with Sanger sequencing (n = 197). Thus, the dataset used in
our study contained 8780 ICC HPV-positive cases, most of
them (91.8%; N = 8064) histologically diagnosed as squamous
cell carcinomas (SCCs, Table 1). The final dataset of HPV-
positive ICC cases consisted of women with a mean age of
51 years (range 17–97) at diagnosis and 23.1% recruited from
Europe, 39.6% from the Americas, 31.3% from Asia including
Oceania, and 6% from Africa (Table 1). Since infection with
other pathogens, notably Human Immunodeficiency Virus,
could have an impact on age at ICC onset, we verified that the
mean age at ICC diagnosis exclusively for African women did
not differ from that for women outside Africa (p = 0.240, data
not shown). Most (n = 8193) HPV-positive ICC cases showed
the presence of a single HPV, and in 83.8% (N = 492) of the
cases with multiple infections only two distinct HPVs were
detected (Supporting Information Fig. S1). Logistic regression
analysis among all ICCs showed prevalence differences
between single and multiple HPVs infected ICCs by geo-
graphic origin and by period of diagnosis (Table 1). By geo-
graphic region, prevalence of multiple HPVs infections was
consistently about three-fold less frequent (p < 0.001) among
women from Europe (0.36 [95% CI: 0.27–0.49]), Asia (0.31
[95% CI: 0.23–0.42]) or the Americas (0.36 [95% CI:
0.27–0.49]) compared to women from Africa (Table 1).
Stratification of the African ICC cases revealed that 41.7%
were from Mozambique, 30.1% from Nigeria, 19.6% from
Uganda and 8.5% from Algeria (data not shown). Cases
diagnosed between 1990 and 2009 showed 7.3% prevalence
of multiple infections, 1.32-fold (95%CI: 1.08–1.60) higher
than ICCs diagnosed between 1940 and 1989 (5.8% preva-
lence) (Table 1). However the difference in prevalence for
multiple HPVs infections was not significant when stratify-
ing ICCs into cases collected before and after 2000 (results
not shown).

HPV type-specific distribution
HPV type-specific distribution in ICCs is presented in
Figure 1. With 61.9% (N = 5432) prevalence, HPV16 was the
most frequent HPV, followed by HPV18 (11.1% prevalence;
N = 977) and HPV45 (6.7% prevalence; N = 585). Their
respective contributions in coinfected ICCs were also the
highest: HPV16, 58.4% (N = 343), HPV18, 21.0% (N = 123);
and HPV45, 18.9% (N = 111) (Supporting Information Table
S2). According to viral taxonomy, the Alpha-9 HPVs (which
include HPV16) were involved in 86.5% (N = 506) of the
coinfected ICCs, while Alpha-7 HPVs (which include HPV18)
were involved in 44.6% (N = 262) of the coinfected ICC cases
(see also Fig. 1).
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third sections were used for HPV DNA detection and genotyp-
ing as described.5 Importantly, a blank paraffin section was cut 
and processed in-between specimens to control for any carry-
over contamination in addition to the standard controls.

Statistical analyses
ICC cases were classified into single or multiple HPV-infected 
cases based on the above described genotyping results. Appro-
priate statistical tests were used to compare the proportion of 
single and multiple HPVs infections by the design variables (age 
at diagnosis, geographical origin, period of diagnosis and 
histological type). We estimated prevalence ratio and 95%
bootstrapped-confidence interval of single/multiple (S/M) 
infections for each individual HPV. Unconditional logistic 
regression models were used to estimate association between 
demographic and clinical characteristic of the cases, probabil-ity 
of multiple infections, and to identify pairwise coinfections of 
HPVs that were more likely to be detected together com-pared 
to being in combination with any other HPV in multi-ple 
infections. To simultaneously estimate the possible associations 
beyond pairwise HPVs comparison among multi-ple HPV 
infected ICCs collected worldwide, we fitted the his-tological 
type, period of diagnosis and geographical origin of the sample 
into our generalized linear model (GLM) of the multivariate 
HPVs multiple infections dataset.16 Further, a univariate tests 
for each HPV in coinfected ICCs were imple-mented within 
multivariate analysis to estimate whether there were type-
specific differences in HPV coinfection distribution by 
histology, period of diagnosis or geographic origin. The 
observed pairwise and composition level HPVs coinfection 
pattern differences were visualized using network plots con-
structed with igraph R package (R Core Team, http://www.R-
project.org/). Classification and regression trees (CART) ana-
lyses17 were performed using the rpart R package to estimate 
and visualize the possible HPVs coinfection patterns beyond 
pairwise HPVs comparison, accounting for age at diagnosis, 
histology, period of diagnosis and geographic origin of the cases. 
In practice, CART analyses use recursive partitioning to 
structure the data into a series of dichotomous splits, e.g. 
presence or absence of each HPV type and other demo-graphic 
variables, to create a decision tree with the goal of correctly 
classifying clusters of the above mentioned interact-ing 
variables, for example, HPV16 or HPV18 coinfected ICCs. Each 
independent variable is examined and a split is intro-duced to 
maximize the sensitivity and specificity, calculated using the 
predicted probability from the multivariable logistic regression 
of the classification, and resulting in a decision tree.17 All 
regression models were adjusted by the design vari-ables and 
Bonferroni’s correction was implemented in pair-wise analyses 
to control for multiple comparisons. All statistical tests were 
two-sided and rejecting the null hypothe-sis was set at a p value 
of less than 0.05. Analyses were carried out with Stata software 
(Release 13, StataCorp, USA) except otherwise specified.

http://www.r-project.org/
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Prevalence of single and multiple HPVs infections in ICC
cases along with the patient characteristics, stratified by HR- and
LR-HPVs, is given in Supporting Information Table S1. Among
ICCs with multiple infections (n = 587), 76.0% were exclusively
infected with HR-HPVs while only two cases were exclusively
infected with LR-HPVs (HPV54|74 and HPV6|53|66). The
remaining 23.7% of the multiple infected ICC cases showed a
combination of HR- and LR-HPVs. The corresponding values

for ICCs with single infections were 99.5% (N = 8149) for only
HR-HPVs and 0.5% (N = 44) for only LR-HPVs (Supporting
Information Table S1). Altogether, six (HPV16/18/31/33/35/45)
and seven (HPV16/18/31/33/45/52/58) HR-HPVs covered/cross-
protected by the 2- and 9-valent HPV vaccines, accounted for
respectively 87.9% and 90.9% of the single-infected ICC cases
and were present in 92.0% and 95.9% of the multiple HPV
coinfected ICCs.

Table 1. Characteristics of the ICC cases included in the study

ICCs

HPV positive1 Multiple HPVs Crude Adjusted

N (%)2 N (%)3 OR [95%CI] OR [95%CI]

Age at diagnosis

Mean (SD) 51.0 (13.17) 51.6 (13.8) 1.00 [0.996–1.01]

Median (Min-Max) 50 (17–97) 51 (24–93)

ANOVA p value 0.318

LRT p value 0.315

Age at diagnosis

65+ 1226 (14.0) 73 (6.0) Ref. Ref.

55–64 1501 (17.1) 102 (6.8) 1.15 [0.84–1.57] 1.17 [0.86–1.60]

45–54 2123 (24.2) 119 (5.6) 0.94 [0.69–1.27] 0.96 [0.71–1.30]

35–44 1806 (20.6) 88 (4.9) 0.81 [0.59–1.11] 0.83 [0.61–1.15]

25–34 635 (7.2) 40 (6.3) 1.06 [0.71–1.58] 1.14 [0.76–1.70]

24 48 (0.5) 5 (10.4) 1.84 [0.71–4.78] 1.96 [0.75–5.13]

Chi-squared test p value 0.162

Trend test p value 0.365 0.365 0.435

LRT p value 0.180 <0.001

Missing 1441 160

Geographic origin

Africa 525 (6.0) 101 (19.2) Ref. Ref.

Europe 2031 (23.1) 134 (6.6) 0.30 [0.22–0.39] 0.36 [0.27–0.49]

Asia4 2751 (31.3) 147 (5.3) 0.24 [0.18–0.31] 0.31 [0.23–0.42]

America 3473 (39.6) 205 (5.9) 0.26 [0.20–0.34] 0.36 [0.27–0.49]

Chi-squared test p value <0.001

LRT p value <0.001 <0.001

Period of diagnosis

1940–1989 3513 (40.0) 202 (5.8) Ref. Ref.

1990–2009 5267 (60.0) 385 (7.3) 1.29 [1.08–1.54] 1.32 [1.08–1.60]

Chi-squared test p value 0.296

LRT p value 0.004 0.005

Histology

Squamous cell carcinoma 8064 (91.8) 530 (6.6) Ref.

Other5 716 (8.2) 57 (8.0) 1.22 [0.93–1.63]

Chi-squared test p value 0.154

LRT p value 0.165

TOTAL 8780 (100.0) 587 (6.7)

Abbreviations: ICC, Invasive cervical cancer; HPV, Human Papillomavirus; Crude, crude odds ratio (OR); adjusted, ORs adjusted by age at diagnosis,
period of diagnosis and geographic origin; N, Number of HPV/DNA-positive cases, SD: standard deviation; LRT: log-likelihood ratio test.
1HPV positive by PCR with SPF-10 primers followed by DEIA and LIPA25 genotyping of 25 HPV types (HPV6, 11, 16, 18, 31, 33, 34, 35, 39, 40, 42,
43, 44, 45, 51, 52, 53, 54, 56, 58, 66, 68, 70, and 74).
2Column percent.
3Row percent of multiple infections among HPV/DNA-positive ICC cases.
4Asia including Oceania.
5Diagnosis of adenocarcinoma, adenosquamous carcinoma and to a lesser extent undifferentiated and neuroendocrine tumors.
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performed a multivariate analysis. A significant difference in
HPVs composition by geographic origin [likelihood ratio test
(LRT) 201.24, p = 0.001], by histology (LRT 58.604,
p = 0.001) and by period of diagnosis (LRT 43.35, p = 0.008)
was observed (Table 2). A univariate test applied to the multi-
variate analysis showed a significant virus-specific level differ-
ence by histology for HPV31 and by period of diagnosis for
HPV74 (Table 2). Furthermore, seven HR-HPVs (HPV18,
HPV35, HPV51, HPV52, HPV56, HPV58 and HPV74;
Table 2) showed significant or nearly significant coinfection
prevalence differences by geography. Accordingly, crude prev-
alence estimates of the above listed seven HR-HPVs in coin-
fected ICCs from Africa were either about two-fold higher, or
at least five-fold lower than in any other world region
(Table 2). In agreement, stratifying by histology and restrict-
ing the multivariate analysis on the SCC cases showed signifi-
cant HPV coinfection pattern differences by period of
diagnosis (LRT 41.60, p = 0.012) and by geographic origin
(LRT 193.59, p = 0.001). Univariate test revealed also signifi-
cant prevalence differences by period of diagnosis for HPV74
and by geography for five HR-HPVs (Supporting Information
Table S3). HPV type-specific networks shown in Figure 3
stratified by geographic origin visualize the multiple HPVs
coinfection combinations observed and more importantly, the
significant higher frequency of HPV18, HPV35, HPV51 and

Figure 1. HPV type-specific prevalence among all single HPV type infected ICCs (n = 8193), and exclusively among multiple HPVs infected
ICCs (N = 587). Abbreviations: HPV, Human papillomavirus; Taxonomy grouping based on ICTV (http://www.ictvonline.org) and visualized
with gray color. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Prevalence of HPVs in single and multiple HPVs infections 
as well as S/M prevalence ratio are shown in Supporting 
Information Table S2. Virtually all HR-HPVs, except HPV66 
and HPV70, showed S/M prevalence ratios above one indicat-
ing a higher prevalence in single than in multiple infections. 
In contrast, all LR-HPVs (except HPV42) and particularly 
Alpha-10 LR-HPVs showed S/M prevalence ratios below one, 
indicating a higher prevalence in multiple than in single 
infections.

HPV coinfection pattern analysis
Among all HPVs pairwise combinations detected in ICCs with 
multiple infections, the prevalence of eight HPV pairs was sig-
nificantly different from expected by chance: HPV16|74, 
HPV31|33, HPV31|44, HPV33|44 and HPV45|70 pairs were 
more likely to be detected together than with any other HPV 
type, while HPV16|31, HPV16|45 and HPV16|51 pairs were 
less likely to be detected together compared to other HPVs 
(Fig. 2a). Restricting the analysis to ICCs infected only with 
two HPVs revealed that the HPV45|70 combination was more 
likely and HPV16|45 and HPV18|45 less likely to be detected 
together compared to any other combination of HPV types 
(Fig. 2b).

To explore individual viral prevalence differences in ICCs 
with multiple HPVs infections beyond pairwise analysis, we

http://www.ictvonline.org
http://wileyonlinelibrary.com


HPV52 present in multiple infections in samples from Africa
compared to samples outside Africa. The HPV pairs identified
with significantly different pairwise coinfections by logistic
regression are also visualized in Figure 3.

Finally, two different recursive partitioning analyses were
performed to explore the appearance of HPVs coinfections in
ICCs with either HPV16 (Fig. 4) or HPV18 (Supporting Infor-
mation Fig. S2) and accounting for age at diagnosis, geo-
graphic origin and period of diagnosis of the cases. First
CART analysis searched for a homogenous split of the data
on the chosen variable (i.e. HPV16) and the subsequent best
splits among all variables that partitioned the data in each step
into further most homogenous subgroups, accounting also for
age at diagnosis, period of diagnosis and geographic origin of
the cases. The predicted probabilities (PP) for each split for
other HPVs occurring with HPV16 (PP = 58.4% [95%CI:
54.3–62.5], Fig. 4) or HPV18 (PP = 21.0%, Supporting Infor-
mation Fig. S2) were presented. Second and third most likely

splits suggest respectively a major exclusion of HPV31
(PP = 62.6% [95%CI: 58.3–66.9]) and of HPV45 (PP = 67.9%
[95% CI: 63.1–72.5]) from HPV16-related coinfections. In
parallel, the two major exclusion variables from HPV18 coin-
fections and their predicted probabilities were non-African
cases (PP = 39.6%) and HPV45 coinfection exclusion
(PP = 47.4%) (Supporting Information Fig. S2).

Discussion
In our study, we describe distinct clustering patterns of differ-
ent HPVs detected in multiple HPVs infections in the largest
available global collection of ICCs in unvaccinated women.
Our results confirm that the simultaneous detection of differ-
ent HPVs in ICCs is rare albeit far from negligible (6.7% in
our dataset, N = 8780). The association patterns identified
suggest further that the clustering of multiple HPVs in ICCs
is not random. Our most relevant findings were a significant

Figure 2. Logistic regression analysis p values of the pairwise
comparisons (a) among all HPV coinfections and (b) among cases
only with two HPV type coinfections, and adjusted for age, period of
diagnosis and geography. Abbreviations, OR, Odds ratio, lines
indicate –log10(p value) = 2 and Bonferroni’s corrected threshold for
2 HPV types co-occurrence –log10(0.01/146) = 4. [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 3. Visualization of the coinfection patterns among all
587 multiple HPVs infected ICCs, and stratified by geographical
origin of the samples. Nodes are numbered by the corresponding
HPV type and node size is proportional to the observed HPV type
prevalence in coinfected ICCs. Node colors represent the following:
HPV types with significantly higher prevalence in coinfected ICCs in
Africa compared to other world regions are shown in orange. HPV
types with significantly lower prevalence in coinfected ICCs in Africa
compared to other world regions are shown in blue. Each line
represents the coinfection observed between the two HPV types with
a width proportional to the total number of these coinfections
observed in this study. Orange color of the coinfection line indicated
that the two HPV types were more likely to be detected as
coinfections and blue color indicated that the two HPV types were
less likely to be detected as coinfections compared with any other
HPVs coinfected ICCs. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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causal/coincidential infection of LR-HPV types 44 or 74 in
ICCs in combination with HR-HPV types 16, 31 or 33, and a
marked geographic clustering of particular oncogenic HPV
types 51, 35, 18 and 52 (in descending significance) in multi-
ple HPVs infected cervical cancers in African women com-
pared to women outside Africa. A number of studies have
previously communicated that clustering patterns observed
among HPVs do not always occur at random in multiple
infections detected in normal cytology, in cervical precancer-
ous lesions or in cancer lesions.7,18–22 Nevertheless, our results

disagree with the previous studies, which suggest that the
observed nonrandom HPVs clustering in multiple HPVs
infections is mainly due to technical biases originating from
the HPV genotyping methods.23

The existence of genuine nonrandom association pattern
of HPVs in multiple infections is elusive, and identifying and
excluding technology-driven biases is not a simple task. Nev-
ertheless, a public health concern is that HPVs coinfections
may have a role in ICCs development not only among unvac-
cinated24 but also among HPV vaccinated women.25 The
rational is that due to ecological competition between HPV
types, the HPV vaccine implementation may further clear the
ecological niche for the nonvaccine-targeted oncogenic
HPVs.25–27 Particularly, some HPVs such as HPV39 and
HPV51 not included in the vaccine formulations have previ-
ously shown increase in prevalence after vaccination suggest-
ing the possibility of type replacement.25,26 However, thus far,
competition between HPV types, which is the prerequisite for
HPV type replacement, has not been persistently observed
among unvaccinated7,18,28,29 or vaccinated populations.25–27

HPVs coinfection prevalence
Here in our study we describe known as well as novel patterns
of nonrandom HPVs clustering in global ICC cases, identified
using a single well established HPV detection and genotyping
technique. For clarity, it is important to remind that the cur-
rent consensus of ICC etiology follows the logic of superinfec-
tion exclusion,30 with a subsequent clonal origin of HPV-
induced lesions indicating that a single HPV virus contributes
to the development of a single ICC lesion.12,13 This is to say,
that the presence of DNA from two or more HPV types in an
ICC sample does not necessarily mean that the different HPVs
detected, actually contribute to the cancer development. Previ-
ously, techniques of laser capture microdissection (LCM) have
been successfully used to affirm the likely involvement of

Figure 4. Classification and regression tree (CART) of the HPV16
coinfections. On top of the tree is shown the basal node containing
the entire data set with the predicted probability of HPV16
coinfections, and also visualized in gray color. Two subsequent
splits between HPV16 - HPV31, and between HPV16 - HPV45 suggest
a likely competition between the types among the HPV coinfected
ICCs. Number of cases (N) in each node and the corresponding
predicted probabilities (PP) in percentages [95% confidence
interval].

Table 2. Multivariate analysis of all 25 HPV types available among coinfected ICCs, and HPV type-specific prevalence distribution for eight HPV

types showing significant clustering by histology, period of diagnosis or geographic origin of the samples

ICCs

Geographic origin

Histology Period of diagnosis Geographic origin Prevalence among HPV coinfected ICCs

LRT p value LRT p value LRT p value Africa Europe Asia1 America

58.60 0.001 43.35 0.008 201.24 0.001 (n = 101) (n = 134) (n = 147) (n = 205)

HPV51 0.02 1.000 1.6 0.976 30.81 0.001 29.7 6.0 6.1 8.3

HPV35 3.60 0.673 0.76 0.998 22.17 0.003 18.8 10.5 2.0 5.9

HPV18 7.40 0.087 2.2 0.943 22.15 0.003 39.6 20.2 21.1 12.2

HPV74 0.35 1.000 12.10 0.010 18.99 0.006 1.0 4.5 5.4 13.2

HPV58 0.08 1.000 1.21 0.998 15.48 0.026 3.0 6.0 17.0 8.3

HPV52 0.25 1.000 3.69 0.671 12.61 0.065 30.7 12.7 18.4 13.2

HPV56 0.22 1.000 0.28 1.000 12.50 0.065 0.0 8.2 5.4 5.4

HPV31 17.08 0.001 0.15 1.000 8.70 0.347 5.9 11.9 15.0 18.0
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Abbreviations: ICC, Invasive cervical cancer; Asia1, Asia including Oceania; LRT: log-likelihood ratio test; Italic values indicate significant or marginally 
significant p values; Bolded values indicate the highest geographic prevalence values observed. HPV types in descending order regarding the LRT 
values by geographic origin.



causal or coincidential HPVs with particular lesion compo-
nent in multiple HPVs infected cases, further supporting the
hypothesis of clonal origin of HPV-induced cervical
cancers.13,31

In ICC cases worldwide, we did not observe significant dif-
ferences in HPVs coinfection prevalence between the age
groups at diagnosis. These results seem to be in contrast to
the studies reporting higher prevalence of multiple HPVs
infections in sexually active adolescents and in young
women,19,24,32 and thus, our results might actually indicate
that regardless of the sexual risk-taking behavior coinfection
by multiple HPVs may be a risk factor for malignant cervical
transformations. Interestingly however, a recent study suggests
reduced HPV-driven carcinogenesis in cases of coinfection
with oncogenic HPV types from the same papillomavirus spe-
cies among HIV-infected patients.33 This was interpreted as
an evidence of natural cross-protection against HPV-induced
carcinogenesis by multiple HPV infections from the same
HPV species group.22,33,34 Nonetheless, we did observe that
HPVs coinfection prevalence was consistently about three-fold
higher in ICCs from Africa compared to the rest of the world.
One explanation could be concomitant HIV infection which
may increase the prevalence of multiple HPVs coinfections.35

Information on the sexual risk-taking behavior or HIV status
was, unfortunately, not available for our ICC cases but the cor-
responding population estimates by Bruni and colleagues36

showed a relatively high prevalence of HIV infections among
women in Mozambique, Uganda and Nigeria (11.3%, 7.2 and
3.7%, respectively). Thus, the larger fraction of women infected
by HIV in these African populations compared to other popu-
lations worldwide may partly play a role in the higher presence
of multiple HPVs infections also in our African ICC cases.

DNA degradation
Despite using a highly sensitive PCR based method for HPV
genotyping (based on a 65 base pairs amplicon), we detected a
minor 1.3-fold higher prevalence of coinfections in the more
recently diagnosed ICC cases (between 1990 and 2009) than
in older cases (between 1940 and 1989), but the difference
was not significant when ICCs were stratified for cases col-
lected before and after 2000 (results not shown), and these
results were further supported by our multivariate analysis
showing significance only for the 1990 stratification. Essen-
tially, most paraffin embedded samples are initially fixed in
formalin-containing solution, which reacts with the lateral
amino groups in proteins and DNA, and thus, complicates the
DNA isolation from FFPE samples.37 More importantly, the
aldehyde in the formalin is unstable if unbuffered (used in
most historical FFPE samples at least before the 1990s37), and
disproportionate rendering methanol and formic acid, causing
extra fragmentation of the sample DNA. In short, we cannot
completely rule out the possible effect of additional DNA deg-
radation stemming from older tissue-fixation protocols, as
described by Gilbert and colleagues.37 Notwithstanding, we

estimate that older tissue-fixation protocol related DNA deg-
radation plays a minor role (e.g. lowest LRT estimated for
period of diagnosis) in explaining the higher prevalence of
multiple HPVs infections in cases collected since 1990 com-
pared to the older ICC cases.

HPV type-specific clustering
At pairwise association level, we found a significant causal or
coincidental infection of LR-HPV types 44 or 74 in combina-
tion with HR-HPV types 16, 31 or 33 in global ICCs. More-
over, all Alpha-10 LR-HPVs (HPV6/11/44/74) showed a
markedly higher prevalence in multiple HPV type infections
compared to single HPV type infected ICCs.

Altogether, we identified five positive and four negative sig-
nificant associations between HPV types among the multiple
infected ICCs. Three of the five positive associations were
novel (i.e. HPV16|74, HPV31|44 and HPV33|44) while associ-
ation between Alpha-9 species HPV31 and HPV33 or between
Alpha-7 species HPV45 and HPV70 had also been previously
estimated.38 Current epidemiological research supports the
double etiological origin for HPV-induced cervical lesions:
LR-HPVs, mainly HPV6 and HPV11, mostly leading to
benign low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions (LSILs),
and oncogenic HR-HPVs, if persistent, mostly leading to
high-grade SILs, and considered cervical cancer precursor
lesions. Nonetheless, low-risk HPVs such as HPV6, 11 and
44 from the Alpha-10 species have previously been occasionally
associated with causal and coincidental infections in anogenital
cancers.31,39 In addition, previous studies have also shown that
a fraction of low-grade cervical SILs may also harbor compo-
nents of HSIL or carcinoma often associated with independent
HPVs infections, thus following the logic of “one-virus one-
lesion”.13,40 In agreement, our results match well the logic of an
essentially clonal origin of HPV-related lesions and support the
occasional causal and/or coincidental role of low-risk Alpha-10
HPVs in cervical cancer development.

Theoretical models have predicted natural competition
between HPV types,28,41 such as between types from the same
HPV species group, and here we observed four significant
negative pairwise HPV type associations: HPV16|HPV31 and
HPV18|HPV45 pairs within the same species, and HPV16|
HPV45 and HPV16|HPV51 pairs with longer pairwise phylo-
genetic distance between the types. Furthermore, our multi-
variate CART analysis beyond pairwise HPVs estimation
revealed the same patterns of negative association between
three of the HPV pairs, and thus, sustained the idea of possi-
ble competition or antagonistic interaction between these
types. Novel negative association between HPV16|HPV45
types and two also previously reported negative associations,
namely HPV16|HPV31 and HPV18|HPV45 pairs within the
same species group.28,42 Notably, antagonistic interactions
between HPV6/11 and HPV16, and between HPV6 and
HPV31 types, earlier infections with the LR-HPVs protecting
against cervical cancer risk associated with the latter HR-HPV
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adenocarcinomas (ADC) or mixed adenosquamous carcino-
mas (ADSC). Previous studies have already reported these
HPV type distribution differences between single infected cer-
vical SCCs and ADCs/ADSCs,5,48 and our results among mul-
tiple HPV coinfected ICCs further sustain the results.

Nevertheless, and despite the large worldwide cross-
sectional sampling of ICC cases and the standardized HPV
genotyping methodology used, our study suffers from certain
limitations. Firstly, detection of more than one HPV type or
variant in a sample is not enough to assign causality of the
multiple HPVs with the particular lesion, in this case, the
ICC. Secondly, further cohort studies and use of other bio-
markers providing biological activity of particular HPVs such
as mRNA or p16INK4a expression, and with new statistical
models are needed to better disentangle the role of multiple
HPVs infections in the etiology of cervical cancer, especially
in the post-HPV-vaccinated environment. Thirdly, a better
characterization of the patients’ genetic background, possible
HIV infections, heterogeneous ICCs biopsy material and
detection method cross-validation is needed to confirm the
potential role of multiple HPVs infections in ICCs. Lastly, the
detection and ultimately the likely role of multiple HPVs
infections at HPV variant level has only recently been verified
thanks to the next-generation sequencing applied to HPV
genotyping,49 but within host HPV type-level variation is
beyond the scope of our study.

Our genotyping strategy was based on the differential
hybridization of very short PCR products, and as such, we
cannot completely rule out the possibility that some of the
observed clustering of multiple HPV type coinfections in our
study is not partly due to PCR and hybridization biases and
directional cross-detection of multiple HPVs. However, sev-
eral lines of evidence argue against that the possible
technology-based cross-detection biases are the main explana-
tion for the HPVs clustering patterns observed. First, it has
been previously shown that the SPF10-PCR LiPA25 method-
ology is more sensitive and less prone to overemphasize mul-
tiple HPVs infections than other PCR-based methods.15

Second, it is unlikely that the observed differential HPVs clus-
tering after histological or geographical stratification exclu-
sively originates from unspecific genotyping, as it would imply
that such hybridization biases are both histology and geogra-
phy dependent. Third, we found the worldwide nonrandom
clustering of different HR-HPVs in coinfected ICCs at two
different analysis depths, at pairwise and at multivariate level
as described above.

Taken together, HPVs coinfection patterns are rare in
ICCs, and thus difficult to study at population-level. In our
study, however, we provide robust and worldwide estimations
on the proportion of single and multiple HPV type infected
ICCs and reveal HPVs pairwise combinations significantly
deviating from the null expectation. Further, we identified for
the first time beyond pairwise analysis a distinct coinfection
pattern in African ICCs compared to any other world region.
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infections have been documented,43,44 and indirectly fit with 
our observations on less likely coinfections with HPV16 and 
31, and HPV18 and 45. Taken together, the assumption that 
HPV types within the same species group, such as Alpha-7 
(HPV18, 39, 45, 59, 68, 70 and 85) or Alpha-9 (HPV16, 
31, 33, 35, 52, 58 and 67), compete with one another28,42 is 
not clear as we also observed positive pairwise HPV type asso-
ciations for HPV31|33 and HPV45|70 pairs.

Our most relevant finding is the distinct geographic clus-
tering of HPVs multiple infections in ICCs among women 
from Africa compared to women outside Africa. Particularly, 
a significant geographic clustering of oncogenic HPV types 
51, 35, 18 and 52 in multiple infections was observed in Afri-
can women. That is, beyond pairwise level association and 
exclusively among the HPVs coinfected ICCs, we identify for 
the first time seven (i.e. HPV51, HPV35, HPV18, HPV74, 
HPV58, HPV52, HPV56) geographic clustering patterns for 
specific HPVs, in descending significance. Earlier studies 
regarding worldwide HPV genotype attribution in ICCs have 
described particular type-specific geographic structure, namely 
higher prevalence for HPV16, HPV18 and HPV45 in African 
populations, and a higher prevalence for HPV52 and HPV58 
types in Asian populations compared to other world 
regions.5,45,46 In agreement, our multivariate analysis among 
the coinfected ICCs or only among the coinfected SCC cases 
demonstrated the significantly higher prevalence clustering of 
HPV18 in Africa and HPV58 in Asia. In contrast, HPV52 
showed marginally significant higher geographic clustering 
among African women with intermediate prevalence in Asia 
while HPV16 or HPV45 coinfection prevalence values did not 
reveal any geographical structure. Most interestingly the 
observed patterns of geographic clustering of HPVs among 
the coinfected ICCs practically originate from differences 
between Africa and other world regions. As such, the preva-
lence of HPV51, HPV35, HPV18 and HPV52 types were 
about two-fold higher in African multiple infected ICCs, while 
prevalence of HPV56, HPV58 and HPV74 was either absent or 
at least two-fold lower in African ICCs compared to any other 
world region. Most importantly, the highest LRT values observed 
in our multivariate analysis were both the geographic clustering 
of multiple infections in general and at type level the geographic 
clustering of oncogenic HPV51, HPV35, HPV18 and HPV52 
types in African multiple infected ICCs. Simultaneously, a recent 
community-randomized clinical trial data from Finnish popula-
tion showed an increase of HPV51 and HPV52 in multiple 
HPVs infected women post-vaccinated.25 However, within a 
public health perspective earlier studies have shown that 
although HPV51 is classified as possibly/probably oncogenic by 
the IARC, it presents a low oncogenic potential to cause ICCs 
and is commonly more prevalent in low-grade cervical lesions.47

In addition, a minor clustering of HPVs by histological 
type was also observed among the HPV coinfected ICCs. A 
significantly higher contribution of HPV31 was observed in 
SCCs compared to other type of ICCs, mostly



Our results suggest that this differential clustering of HPV
type combinations in ICCs after stratifying by histological pre-
sentation and geographical origin might be compatible with a
specific modulation of the natural history of the infection
and/or of the oncogenic potential of particular HPVs multiple
infections. Finally, although our results may be valuable in
estimating competition between nonvaccine HPV types and
warrant monitoring for post-vaccinated, it should be empha-
sized that clustering of multiple HPVs infections are marginal
in ICCs with likely only a minor public health importance,
and mostly among high sexual risk-taking behavior popula-
tion groups.
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